
Emails Show Biden
Admin KNEW
Vaccines Didn't Stop
COVID as Early as
January 2021
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The COVID pandemic was traumatizing for many people
for so many reasons: illness, of course, loneliness due to
lockdowns, ruined businesses, learning and
developmental loss for kids, and much, much more.

But of all the failed, draconian governmental responses,
the mRNA vaccine mandates arguably caused the most
harm—feuding families were destroyed, friendships
ruined, and millions either bent the knee and unwillingly
got a shot or got fired. Meanwhile, an untold number
experienced significant health issues from the untested
technology.

Despite all this, the Biden administration pushed the jabs
relentlessly and endlessly waxed poetic about the magic
of mRNA, which they claimed would pull the nation out of
the crisis. Biden and his flunkies condemned any
American who questioned the narrative and insisted that
you would not get the virus if you got the vax and that a
“pandemic of the unvaccinated” was to blame for our
inability to eradicate it.

The only problem with all this: it wasn’t true—and they
knew it.

Emails obtained through a Freedom of Information Act
request (FOIA) show that then CDC Director Rochelle
Walensky and former NIH Director Francis Collins
discussed “breakthrough cases” of COVID in January
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2021 — just when the vaccines were being rolled out
widely to the public.

Jay Bhattacharya
@DrJBhattacharya · Follow

Stunning FOIA revelation! Three quick items:
1. @CDCgov director Walensky knew about vax 
"breakthrough" infections in January 2021. So did 
Fauci.
2. They continued to push vax mandates anyway.
3. CDC is abusing its FOIA redaction privilege. This
classified email.

Hans Mahncke @HansMahncke

Turns out this was a big fat lie. Walensky was privately discussing
breakthrough infections right at the start of the "vaccine" rollout 
January 2021.

(notice also that Covid origin fraudsters Collins and Fauci were en
in this and then lied about it)

h/t @ZackStieber

10:17 PM · Jun 19, 2023
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In the January 2021 email, Walensky clearly admits that
the jabs weren’t working as advertised (bolding mine):

I had a call with Francis Collins this morning
and one of the issues we discussed was
that of vaccine breakthroughs.

This is clearly an important area of study…

Yes, it was an important area of study, one which they
neglected. For anyone who questioned the vaccines,
however, they were quickly censored by Big Tech at the
direction of the administration. Careers and reputations
were destroyed. Meanwhile, Walensky was singing a
different tune to the American people:

However, in public, Walensky was saying
something quite different. Two months after
discussing this data, she said vaccinated
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people “don’t carry the virus” and “don’t get
sick.” In a congressional hearing, after it
became clear people were able to get
infected with COVID even after receiving the
vaccine, she defended her original
statements by claiming it was true at the
time she said it — namely, for the strands
we were dealing with in early 2021.

We now know that was not true and that
Walensky herself knew it was not true.

Dr. Houman Hemmati, a vocal critic of the governmental
response to the pandemic, was disgusted:

Houman David Hemmati, MD, PhD
@houmanhemmati · Follow

Replying to @DrJBhattacharya and @CDCgov

I’m beyond the point of anger about this, Jay. At th
point, I’m sad — Sad that our great nation can be 
such deceptive and/or incompetent people who a
entrusted with enormous power and then use it in
ways. We can do better. We must do better. This is
USA I… Show more
12:14 AM · Jun 20, 2023
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Turns out Walensky even knew about the breakthroughs
weeks earlier:

Nancy and I discussed this briefly a few
weeks ago and I understand [redacted.]

So did former Chief Medical Advisor to the White House
and vaccine fanatic Dr. Anthony Fauci know? Yes:

Should we discuss? What is the best next
step forward? Francis is also discussing
with Tony.

Many of us knew early on that much of what we were
being told by the Biden administration and Fibbin’ Fauci
simply was not true. We knew because we had eyes and
brains. This latest email is just further proof that they
were knowingly spreading misinformation the entire time.

Many, many people were censored during the pandemic,
and RedState was hit hard by the Big Tech COVID fact
checkers. Consider supporting independent journalism
by joining our VIP program. We get to say what we want
behind the paywall, and the censors can’t get to us. If
you’re not already part of our VIP member family,
consider joining us today. Sign up, join the community,
and get access to everything we offer—including
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exclusive articles and videos and access to our raucous
commenting sections.

Use promo code SAVEAMERICA to get 50 percent off –
and if you’re already a VIP member, you can use that for
your renewal (a tip: the best buy is on an annual VIP
Gold membership).
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Unrepentant Fauci Fails Once Again to Take Any
Accountability for Disastrous COVID Mistakes

Must Watch: Epic Video Exposes COVID Fanatics and
Their Hatred

Naomi Wolf’s Moving Article on Americans Turning on
Each Other During COVID: Forgive but Don’t Forget

Time For Another Jab: CDC Director Walensky Tests
Positive for COVID Again

CDC Admits Abject Failure in Its COVID Guidance, Yet
No One Is Held Accountable

Editor's Note: We told the truth about Covid-19 and its origins. Help us hold

“the experts” and the press accountable for their lies and censorship.

Join RedState VIP to support our conservative reporting and use the promo

code WUHAN to get 25% off VIP membership!
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Bob Hoge is a RedState contributor, proud
father and small-business owner.  He is shown
sporting his Covid beard, which his wife has
since forced him to shave. Say hi on Twitter
@Bob_Hoge_CA
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